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Diagonal Pool Table | By Yonoh | 2018 Diagonal Floor Cue Rack | By Yonoh | 2019 Diagonal Top | By Yonoh | 2019 2020

Like a diagonal line that crosses a space from end to end, Diagonal 
pool table imbues any indoor and outdoor environment with design 
and a playful attitude. 2 sizes, 5 colours and lots of unforgettable 
moments.   
 

The perfect mate for the pool table. Every accessory has its own 
space keeping them all neat and tidy. With discreet, silent wheels, 
you can move it around and always have it handy. 

The Diagonal universe has expanded with the dining top. It’s both a 
pool table and a standard table. The space problem is being solved 
in a simple but practical way.

The Diagonal collection is now available also for exterior spaces. 
New materials and finishes to enjoy the game without giving up 
your passion for outdoor lifestyle. 

You and Me Ping Pong Table | By Antoni Pallejà Office | 2013 You and Me Bench | By Antoni Pallejà Office | 2015 RS Stationary Ping Pong Table | By Rafael Rodríguez | 2017 RS Folding Ping Pong Table | By Rafael Rodríguez | 2017

RS2 Football Table | By Rafael Rodríguez | 2006

RS4 Home Football Table | By Rafael Rodríguez | 2020

B-Around Table | By Antoni Pallejà Office | 2019

RS2 Dining Table | By José Andrés & Rafael Rodríguez | 2014

RS MAX Football Table | By Rafael Rodríguez | 2020

RS3 Football Table | By Rafael Rodríguez | 2011 RS3 Wood Football Table | By Rafael Rodríguez | 2012

RS2 Gold Football Table | By Rafael Rodríguez | 2016 RS3 Wood Gold Football Table | By Rafael Rodríguez | 2016

RS3 Wood Dining Table | By Rafael Rodríguez | 2020

Ombra Stool | By Emiliana Design Studio | 2019

RS MAX Dining Table | By Rafael Rodríguez | 2020

Eiffel Stool | By Shigeki Fujishiro | 2012

Plec Rectangular Coffee Table | By Antoni Pallejà Office | 2017

On The Road Bench | By Stone Designs | 2008 By Yourshelf Storage System | By Stone Designs | 2008 Wall Champions Coat Rack | By Rafael Rodríguez | 2007 Wood Champions Coat Rack | By Rafael Rodríguez | 2017 Mon Oncle Barbecue | By Mermelada Estudio | 2014

Plec Round Coffee Table | By Antoni Pallejà Office | 2020 Plec Desk Table | By Antoni Pallejà Office | 2020 Plec Pedestal Table | By Antoni Pallejà Office | 2020

“Each product is the sum of the magical encounter 
between craftsmanship and industrial manufacturing. 
Years and years of metalwork experience, working hand 
in hand with local suppliers to come up with the best 
materials and the smartest approach to manufacture our 
products. Products we make ourselves. With our own 
hands. At our own production facilities. Products made in 
Barcelona.” 

– Yolanda, welder

We know that every project requires specific and 
dedicated solutions. Contract settings demand 
hardwearing products that can handle sustained use and 
plenty of intense living. That’s why we manufacture
products to be used and enjoyed with no expiry date.

Attention to detail. 
To make your product even more special.
We can modify it, adapting it to your projects and needs, or 
(and why not?) to your whims.

A corporate colour; a longer table or one with higher legs; 
a springier cushion; or simply the addition of a logo. These 
big or little modifications are what make you feel that this 
product is yours and yours alone. That it’s unique. For you. 
For your customer.

Let’s make it unique We’re designers and manufacturers Welcome, contract Contact

rs-barcelona.com
info@rs-barcelona.com

Scann this code and find out our intense living products

You and Me is a ping pong table like you’ve never seen before, 
and it’s also a table with sleek and minimalist lines that suits any 
environment. 3 sizes (standard, 220 or 180) and 2 uses (indoor or 
outdoor) to fit your needs.

Wooden top only for indoor use. 

RS2 is a spectacular reinterpretation of one of the all-time classics 
of game culture to take the football table out of the garage and 
move it into spaces where we do our living.

 

The perfect companion to make the most of the You and Me 
functionality as a dining table. A full set of benches, ranging in 
length from 285 cm to 50 cm stool. 

The RS Ping Pong table is a tough, all-terrain model designed for 
intense play indoors and outdoors. Stationary or folding? With the 
folding one “I haven’t got space” is no longer an excuse. 

Same sensation with a lightweight look. Thanks to the robust  
structure of the RS3 you can play with the enthusiasm of a child but 
with the strength of an adult.
 

The RS3 Wood football table adds a touch of wood to the game. 
A warmer design for those who know that the combination of two 
good ingredients always produces superb results.
 

RS4 Home is a piece for home use. A new range of our football 
tables to respond to the demands of new markets. It comes 
disassembled for improved packaging, easy delivery and better 
handling. For those who like to “do it yourself”.

The more, the merrier. The RS MAX is an 8 person football table 
that doubles the fun. Take it to the max with the ideal game for 
community spaces and group settings. More players. More laughter. 
More excitement.

We’ve dressed our iconic football tables to the nines. 
24k gold-plated design and sophistication showing that you can 
play in a dinner suit or in an evening dress and high heels. Elegance 
and gameplay in a luxury piece.

Gastronomy and playtime go hand in hand. The dining-football 
tables are an ingenious idea. A football table at which to eat, or 
a dining table at which to play. You choose how to define these 
unique tables.

10 is the round number for sitting around the looongest and the 
most playful dining table. It multiplies laughter and excitement 
between dishes and takes your post-lunch conversation to the max.

B-Around is a table to eat around, to meet around, to laugh around, 
to live around. It’s made in iroko wood and it’s ranging in length 
from the large 285 one to the square or round 65 cm one. 
Because no two projects are the same.

Versatility, functionality and toughness. Ombra is designed for 
intense use. Ready to withstand lots of sit-downs and plenty of 
movement and to go outside when the sun shines. 
Choose your height and have a seat.

Plec is a collection of coffee tables that are as happy together as 
they are apart, creating light and shade effects with its 
accordion-shaped legs. Its sculptural design, industrial look and the 
sleek appeal of the marble and metal combination fits stylishly into 
any setting. 

The first Plec rectangular coffee table grows in height to fit new 
uses without losing any of its sculptural character. Now Plec is a 
home desk that is a pleasure to work at. 
Marble or metal? 
What’s your favourite?
 

As simple as it is functional, its shape is what makes this three-le-
gged auxiliary stool strong and sturdy and suitable for all sorts of 
use. Eiffel is made in aluminium and also in recycled cardboard. 
Yes cardboard.
 

The Plec pedestal turns its shape into a sculpture, giving even more 
emphasis to the object placed on it and highlighting its presence in 
the space in a perfect symbiosis.

On the road presents itself just as it is: a natural, comfortable and 
unassuming bench. It prefers you to move it around rather than 
treating it as a static piece of furniture. Nomadic essence. 
 

By yourshelf is a totally flexible shelving system that you build to 
your needs, putting together individual modules until you obtain the 
size and shape you want. 
The result is the one you imagine.

Our coat racks are items that are as decorative as they are useful, 
with a friendly and sporty personality. The players of our football 
tables jump from the pitch to your wall to welcome you home or see 
you out of the door with a smile.

Mon Oncle is a portable tabletop barbecue in the form of a brief-
case with a vintage look. Inside it stores very tasty moments and 
memories. Enjoy your meal.
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